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The Bullsheet, a forum for news, humor, and community dialogue, is funded by DCGA, 
needs their writers to submit something soon... And is printed each day that classes are in 
session. Submissions must be sent before our editors shamble into the office for next day 
publication via e-mail to: bullsheet@denison.edu. Submissions herein solely reflect the 
opinions of the authors.

Edited last night by: Betsy Wagner
Delivered this morning by:  Betsy ugh

 

TIME TO FACE THE TRUTH

-Betsy Wagner,
Managing Editor

Oftentimes, when a patient is in the hospital they will be asked to point to a scale that helps the doctors un-
derstand what their pain level is if they have trouble verbalizing it. From 1-10, each number will be paired 
with a suitable e-m-o-j-i that matches the level of anguish. Due to our brains still being undeveloped (un-
less any of you are already 26) and assuming you’ve stunted this progress in one way or another, I find it of 
dire necessity to help people depict these confusing and complex emotions. In the name of wellness, some 
might say! Cut/tear out the perfect to express how distraught you are for cutting off your weekend long fling 
or how nervous you are to tell your trivia group you don’t have a master’s degree. Hell! Stick them around 
campus so everyone can understand!
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Staff “Songs on my Daily Mix 2” Box

Cry me a 
river!!!!

Campus Safety has recently conducted an unprecedented search on former 
DCGA President Daniel Seely’s private estate in Mar-A-Slivy’s. Occurring over 

the weekend, on Saturday evening to be specific, Campo completed a search 
based on a warrant pushed by current DCGA president, Alex Pan. The warrant is 
alleged to have been issued on the grounds that former President Seely had sto-
len documents meant only for the eyes of the Campus Governance Association’s 

current president regarding Adam Weinberg’s immortality.

President Seely responded on his own social media platform, “What Will We 
DU?”, which he created solely for the purpose of him being the only one allowed 

to post on the social network so that nobody could argue with him.

“Campo has ILLEGALLY RAIDED my compound that is TOTALLY secure in 
Silverstein Hall. Nobody could get to those documents, trust me, I keep them in 
my viola case and NOBODY wants to look at a viola. Alto clef scares a lot of 

people but it is actually very useful. You know the viola was invented…” 

The rest is just the former president rambling about classical music, and the post 
got 10 “Re-Du’s”.

In response, President Pan pushed one of the Bullsheet’s own reporters with a 
gentle force that did not make our reporter even move slightly in one direction or 
another. Then, Pan commented, “Now you see Daniel Seely is full of malarkey. 
I know for a fact that he brings his fraternity brothers over to his house and they 
read about Weinberg’s immortality. Is that what you really want folks? A bunch 
of immortal Beta’s hanging around campus? We have to stop them. Oh, I wasn’t 
supposed to tell you that Weinberg’s immortality is a real thing. Can we start this 
interview over and will you pinky promise not to publish it? A pinky promise is 

legally binding in DCGA law, I’ll have your ass if you publish this!”

Seely announced plans to sue Pan in DCGA court, though seeing how there is 
no system in place on campus for conducting civil suits it is unsure how this will 
work out for Seely. He continues to submit articles to the Bullsheet, and we still 
publish them to keep the campus informed. Though it should be noted that we 

have to condense them down to a page since he keeps sending us 25 pages each 
week and 24 of those pages are just him complaining about President Pan. 

The Bullsheet will continue to provide updates as this story develops.

BREAKING: CAMPO RAIDS FORMER 
PRESIDENT SEELY’S DORM

-Blythe Dahlem, 
Senior Writer


